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Un Balla in Maschera -

If fortune had smiled on us we would have two very good recordings of Jussi BjOrling in Un Ba/lo in Mascher,1. He was 
scheduled to appear in the 1954 radio broadcast with Toscanini and the NBC Symphony Orchestra but had to pull out due to 
laryngitis. Illness a lso forced him to pull out of the Decca recording in Rome in the summer of 1960 opposite Birgit Ni lsson. 
Just a few months later he was dead. Opera fans were thus denied the chance to hear Jussi BjOrling in one of his s ignature 
roles. The Decca recording in particular would have captured him in excellent stereo. Yet all is not lost. This broadcast from 
the Metropol itan Opera in December 1940 captures Bjiirling at his youthful best, not yet 30 years old, s inging with all the 
passion one could want in a live performance. 

Although Bjiirling had sung his first B,1//0 in Sweden in l 934, this was actually only his 6th performance as Riccardo. The 
Met mounted a new production of the opera, having neglected to perform it for the previous 24 years, and granted it the 
honour of opening night. This was the first of BjOrling 's e leven Met broadcasts, and therefore the large domestic broadcast 
audience of more than ten million (plus the international audience listening via shortwave in Latin America and Europe), 
heard not only an unfamiliar opera, but also a new tenor. The reviews following opening night were complimentary, praising 
BjOrling's ' lyricism' and ' style', and indeed the role suits his bright instrument perfectly. He is reserved where the role 
requires it, but often voca lly impassioned in a way that belies his undeserved reputation as 'cold ' His Amelia is Zinka 
Milanov, well-known to the Met audience and regularly partnered with BjOrling by record companies in the 1950s. The two 
occasionally sang together in concerts and Toscanini had used them as soloists in the Verdi Requiem less than a month before 
this broadcast of Ba/lo. Her strong vibrant soprano provides a lovely counterpoint to BjOrling 's burnished tone, and the big 
duet in act 3 is a particular highlight (N.B. this Met production split Ba/lo into 5 acts - our track titling for this release 
references the original three to avoid confusion). 

Singing Renato is Hungarian baritone Alexander Sved, indeed the opening night perfonnance was his Met debut. His 'Eri tu' 
is large-voiced and nobly sung. He had performed with Bjiirling in Vienna in 1936 and 1937 and recordings of part of those 
performances survive. Italian mezzo, Bruna Castagna, sings Ulrica and was heard often at the Met as Carmen, Amneris and 
Azucena. She retired in 1945 at the age of j ust 48. English soprano Stella Andreva, singing Oscar, appeared at the Met in a 
variety of light soprano roles such as Musetta, Papagena, and the Woodbird between 1937 and 1942. She sang similar roles at 
Covent Garden, but in Stockholm she sang Gilda to BjOrling's Duke, Rosina to his Almaviva, and sang Juliette in his very 
first Romeo et Juliette. In 1946 she performed on Broadway in Lehar's Yours is my heart. 

Conductor Ettore Panizza performed all over the world and was a house conductor at the Met between 1934 and 1942. More 
than 40 of his Met performances were broadcast including the 1935 La TraVIatawith Rosa Ponselle, and the same year' s 
Simon Boccanegra with Lawrence Tibbett. 

The broadcast was recorded onto 16-inch transcription discs by NBC from a direct line feed. The quality of materials used 
had clearly improved since the early days of NBC transcription discs and every single broadcast from this 1940-41 season, 
the first sponsored by the Texas Company, is preserved. 
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